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Moral Purpose
Our purpose is to become a school of excellence, to empower students
to reach their potential and strive for academic success, to Stand Tall in
the face of life’s challenges, to successfully contribute to society and to
find purpose, meaning and happiness in life.

BEELIAR PRIMARY AT A GLANCE IN 2017
Beeliar Primary School is a Level 5 Independent Public School with a school population of 467 students.
Our Aboriginal population has grown to 10% and we currently have an ICSEA (Index of Community Social Economic Advantage) of 1002. Beeliar Primary School offers primary education from Kindergarten
to Year Six. Fifty additional students attend the Fremantle Language Development Centre who share our
school site. The school is situated within the Beeliar estate and is surrounded by beautiful bushland.
Students and staff enjoy modern learning and work environments. The school has outstanding facilities
which include a purpose built visual arts centre, a performance arts and music centre with capacity to
convert to an indoor auditorium, and a school library and information centre. Classrooms are designed to
promote collaborative practices and students in each teaching block have ready access to iPads, laptops
and computers.
Our vision is to empower students to strive for their academic goals, to stand tall in the face of life’s challenges and to successfully contribute to society. Our school has the motto Stand Tall which is the cornerstone of our pastoral care program that has a strong focus on values and virtues. Our golden rule is to
treat everyone how you would like to be treated.
At Beeliar Primary school we have a shared moral purpose to strive to be a school of excellence so our
children can have the highest quality education possible. This means we strive for excellence in our student outcomes, excellence in our teaching and excellence in the way we conduct our selves in the community. We believe in high expectations that challenge our students to set personal learning goals and
be the best they can be.
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Beeliar In Focus
In 2017 Beeliar Primary School embarked on a strategic plan for school improvement. As a staff we
developed our moral purpose and embedded our intent of excellence in teaching across the school. The
strategic plan followed five domains, Excellence in teaching, Leadership, Professional Learning,
Conditions for Learning and Community and Parent engagement. Each of these domains guided our
improvement agenda in 2017 and are the basis of our 2016-2018 Business Plan.
Excellence in Teaching:


Phonics International was implemented from K-6 and a whole school approach of delivery and
understanding of phonics was developed by staff

Initial Lit trialled in Pre-Primary classes supported by Simmone Pogorzelski

An Explicit Direct Instruction model was introduced in Semester 2 2017. Teachers were coached
and trained to develop mastery of the model in achievable steps.
Leadership:


Coaches - A distributed leadership model was created to ensure whole school approaches were
implemented consistently across the school. Coaches were appointed to year level teams; they are
responsible for modelling, coaching and supporting teachers to implement our whole school
programmes.



Education Learning teams leaders were appointed to HASS, Science, Stand Tall, Digital
Technologies and Visible Learning.

Professional Learning:




Power Hour: In order to build capacity in our staff we created an extra one hour DOTT session
weekly for all classroom teachers. This was dedicated professional learning time and an opportunity
for teachers to become accomplished in the whole school programmes being implemented.
Professional learning was also built into our operational plans to ensure our Learning Area leaders
had the opportunity to develop skills and share their expertise with staff.

Conditions for Learning:




Stand Tall - We revamped our Stand Tall programme across the school
All teachers workshopped our moral purpose for Stand Tall and it was embedded throughout the
school
Our Attendance policy was reviewed and an action plan developed for 2017. This resulted in the
best ever attendance data at Beeliar PS

Community and Parent Engagement:




We reviewed our School Board and invited community members to join who would add value to our
school. We actively recruited members who had an expertise they can share with Beeliar.
Through ‘Stand Taller’ we encouraged parents to become a part of our Beeliar community.
Together we worked together to build a community of love and support for our students
We actively sought partnerships with agencies to help support students and families at Beeliar PS.
Such as Cockburn Cement, Curtin University, Fremantle Family Support, Multi-Lit and Playgroup
WA.

Leadership

(Effective Leadership Focus 2017)

Coaches
The focus in 2017 was to develop a distributed leadership structure. We appointed four curriculum
coaches per year level team. The Coaches provided mentoring, coaching, modelling and support to their
year level teams and had 0.2 FTE to carry out their roles. The Coaches received targeted professional
learning to ensure they developed the expertise in curriculum and effective teaching strategies needed to
lead the school.

The Educational Leadership Team
The Educational Leadership Team managed the areas of Science, HASS and Digital Technologies.
These leaders planned and coordinated their learning areas and were given FTE out of the classroom to
support teachers.

Professional Learning
Power Hour
This year our staff participated in targeted professional learning that addressed the school improvement
plan. To support our focus on teacher development and professional learning communities we introduced
a fifth DOTT (duties other than teaching) session a week which was dedicated to professional learning.
The sessions were called ‘Power Hour ‘ and were designed to target the specific professional learning
needs of teaching teams. Some of the sessions included:


Phonics International



Initial Lit



Visible Learning



EDI PL - Louise



ICT – Winthrop teacher training to continue



Growth Coaching PL for admin staff



Problem Solving—Numeracy



Data literacy—Best Performance



Words, Grammar, Fun—FLDC Outreach



Technologies

EDVANCE 2018-2020
From 2018 to 2020 Beeliar Primary School will be in cohort 5 of the Fogarty EDVANCE Leadership Program. The Program is a 3 year whole school improvement program for schools providing school executive teams with leadership and management skills. This will lead us into the next cycle of our Business
Plan.

Excellence in Teaching
(High Quality Teaching Focus 2017)

Curriculum
Phonics International - Synthetic Phonics programme from K-6
A whole school synthetic phonics programme (Phonics International) was implemented from years 1-6.
The teachers followed a systematic, sequential phonics plan that included the three core skills of decoding, encoding and handwriting.
Initial Lit—Pre-Primary trial year 2017
In 2017 we were involved in a trial for Initial Lit in Pre-Primary. The programme is a scripted phonics/reading programme that is targeted to the whole class. The teachers had expert professional
Learning from Simmone Pogorzelski who is a Senior Product Developer at Multi-Lit and a lecturer at
Edith Cowan University. This was a wonderful opportunity for our Pre-Primary teachers to develop their
professional knowledge and be coached in the delivery of the programme.
Consistent Whole School Plans in Literacy and Numeracy
The appointed coaches of each learning team developed in collaboration with their team a detailed
scope and sequence for literacy and numeracy. These plans have given our staff consistency and continuity of curriculum content and delivery.
Literacy Block
Literacy blocks were introduced throughout the school. The staff defined the elements of the literacy
block and they have become embedded in our whole school plans. The elements include: a daily review and warm up, synthetic phonics, guided reading at children's instructional level and explicit teaching of concepts
Numeracy Block
A Numeracy block was also introduced and the agreed whole school elements include: daily review and
warm up (mental computations), explicit teaching of concepts (EDI) and problem solving. The scope
and sequences are supported by Oxford Maths resources and EDUCERI EDI lessons. We also had
targeted professional learning in Problem Solving and the coaches supported teachers in the classrooms with implementation.
Term targets set for literacy (reading PM Benchmarks and phonics)
Every child was tested on PM Benchmark levels and taught at their instructional level. The teachers
set term cohort targets and individual goals for students. The year level targets have been included in
our operational plans and guide our assessing and moderation. In 2017 we provided small group intervention for students who were significantly below expected level and PM targets.

Excellence in Teaching
(High Quality Teaching Focus 2017)

Teaching
Explicit Direct Instruction (EDI)
The teachers received professional learning on the Hollingsworth and Ybarra model of Explicit Teaching
(EDI). They were also given access to EDUCERI (DataWorks) which is a bank of EDI lessons that support
this teaching model. The coaches then shoulder to shoulder coached them in the classroom to ensure
teachers were supported with the implementation of EDI.
Instructional Coaching
Learning Team Coaches were appointed to year level teams. Coaches provided coaching, modelling and
feedback to staff on teaching practices. The Coaches implemented whole school plans in literacy and numeracy (Phonics International Semester 1, Explicit Instruction Semester 2).
Data Analysis
All staff participated in data literacy professional coaching through Best Performance. They analysed data
per term, semester and annually. They specifically looked at short term data cycles including PM Benchmark
progress targets.
Visible Learning
Visible Learning leaders identified and a plan for whole school professional learning developed. All staff
agreed on common whole school practice which included displaying our learning intention; What we are
Learning Today (WALT), What I am Looking For (WILF) and This is Because (TIB). The teachers looked at
effect sizes of specific strategies such as explicit teaching and measured their own effect sizes through analysing their data.

Student Achievement
NAPLAN - Year 3 and Year 5 Students
The National Assessment Program - Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) tests have been conducted in
Australian schools since 2008. The tests were conducted in May 2017 for all Primary school students in
Years 3 and 5. All students in the same year level were assessed on the same test items in the domains
of reading, writing, language conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation) and numeracy.

Numeracy


Professional Learning program on Problem Solving and Reasoning has strengthened the delivery of
a balanced mathematics program



Whole school approach to the implementation of a numeracy block provided a consistent structure
to lessons allowing time for reflection



The Literacy and Numeracy coaches have supported and modelled the numeracy block, providing
feedback and opportunity for reflective practices



Continued focus on Mental Computation and an explicit scope and sequence for the teaching of
strategies



Collaborative partnerships within year levels has ensured consistency of curriculum



Development of pacing calendars within year levels has meant that the Western Australian
Curriculum if fully implemented



Year 3 NAPLAN results demonstrated growth from On-Entry results and our performance is similar
to like Schools



Year 5 NAPLAN showed significant growth since 2015. The school ‘s performance is similar to Like
Schools with the majority of students performing well



The target for 2018 is to meet the needs of the greater percentage of students in the middle bands
and lift their performance



Best Performance worked closely with teachers to identify the concepts that students are
experiencing difficulty with in order to increase their progress

Student Achievement
Literacy


Literacy and numeracy coaches supported teaching teams to develop scope and sequences, year
level pacing calendars that have assisted staff with their teaching and learning programs



Through targeted professional learning, modelling of best practice and the sharing across teams
we have improved teaching practices that have significantly made a difference in student achievement



Targeted Professional Learning in Explicit Direct Instruction and the use of EDUCERI, focusing on
Reading and associated concepts, have supported teachers with classroom practices and differentiation



Whole school approach to the explicit teaching of Phonics has impacted on students’ literacy
growth. New programs implemented, Pre-Lit in Kindergarten, Initial Lit in Pre-Primary and Phonics
International from Years 1-6



Professional Learning provided by Best Performance on Data Analysis from assessments collected
has enabled staff to more closely identify strengths, highlight concerns to guide their teaching and
Learning



Student achievement has been tracked across the year, providing a springboard for target setting
and student goal setting in Reading and Spelling



Word Grammar and Fun implemented in Pre-primary in 2017 has continued the focus on oral language in Early Childhood, providing a solid foundation for literacy development



Celebration and highlighting of literacy during national Book Week



Well attended book fair with 20% greater sales than previous year



Year 3 students’ results in Writing, Reading and Language Conventions matched like schools, despite the rise and fall of performance, we are within expectations



Year 5 students performed greater than expected making significant growth



Year 5 students made high progress and achievement in Writing and performed in line with WA
schools

Conditions for Learning
(High Care Focus 2017)

Stand Tall
In 2017 Beeliar Primary School invested in Stand Tall to rejuvenate its profile and introduce targeted
programs for Beeliar students. A 0.6 FTE Stand Tall Coordinator was appointed to address the school’s
Conditions of Learning and provide additional resources to release teachers to participate in collaborative planning sessions and curriculum meetings. A number of new initiatives and strategies were implemented as follows:
Power Hour
The Stand Tall Power Hour was developed with two purposes in mind. Firstly, it addressed the explicit
teaching of Stand Tall values and virtues to Beeliar students. Secondly it provided professional learning
opportunities for staff and admin on a weekly basis.
The Power Hours were held Tuesday – Friday afternoons for year cohorts (PP, 1&2, 3&4, 5&6). Developmentally appropriate programs and delivery of key messages, values and virtues were rolled out each
week. Term programs were developed at the point of need of Beeliar students and reflected whole
school focus areas.
Term 1 & 2

Social skills and peer relationship rotations

Term 3

Protective Behaviours & Bullying

Term 4

“Talent Show” Celebrating our unique and confident students

During the term one and two Power Hours, volunteers were invited to supervise the rotations. A number
of mums, dads, nannas, pops and student teachers demonstrated the proverb that “It takes a village to
raise a child”. Education Assistants attached to each cohort would also assist the Stand Tall Coordinator. Half of the Stand Tall Coordinators allocated time was used in the planning, setting up and delivery
of the Power Hours.
Four Pillars of Stand Tall
The Four Pillars of Stand Tall was developed to explicitly represent the essence of Stand Tall. Staff
workshopped their vision of Stand Tall at the term one SDD and a Moral Purpose and the pillars were
created. A Stand Tall Matrix to sit under the Four Pillars was also created to breakdown the behaviours
and expectations that are valued by our school community.

Conditions for Learning
(High Care Focus 2017)

Attendance
In 2017 Beeliar Primary School had the best ever recorded attendance for non-aboriginal and aboriginal
students. We attributed this success to the following strategies:


A well balanced, differentiated and engaging curriculum and pedagogical approach.



Consistent monitoring and follow-up of problematic and unauthorised attendance with clear processes and roles.



Education for families regarding the importance of full-attendance.



Early intervention to prevent a pattern of non-attendance from developing.



Targeted incentive schemes to restore attendance in a timely fashion.



Partnerships and positive relationships with families and outside agencies to give the support they
need to maintain full attendance.



A culturally sensitive approach to ATSI attendance issues and an ethos and practice that values
and welcomes Indigenous Australians

Conditions for Learning
(High Care Focus 2017)

National School Opinion Survey
In Term 4 2017 we conducted a survey for parents, staff and students. The aim of the survey was to
evaluate the perceptions of the school community regarding initiatives undertaken by the school. Such
information helps to inform future efforts and ensure that Beeliar Primary School continues to be a School
of Excellence .
The surveys highlighted the strength of the partnerships within the school community and that the key
stakeholders continue to hold the school in high esteem.

2017 Parent National Opinion Survey

Conditions for Learning
(High Care Focus 2017)

2017 Staff National Opinion Survey

Conditions for Learning
(High Care Focus 2017)

2017 Student National Opinion Survey

Community and Parent Engagement
Community Engagement
(Strong Governance and Support)

Partnerships
In 2017 we actively sought out partnerships with the community in particular expert educationalists who
could help us on our journey of school improvement. We reviewed the School Board and invited a special
member Simmone Pogorzelski who is an academic at Edith Cowan University and a Programme Director
at Multi-Lit Australia to join for a year. Simmone provided our staff with professional learning and coached
them through the implementation of Initial Lit in Pre-Primary.
In 2017 we engaged with the following community groups:


Local universities, Murdoch, Curtin and ECU



Playgroup WA 0-4 early learning programme



Youth Care—Chaplain appointed



Beeliar Community Voice



Multi-Lit



Fremantle Language Development Centre

STAND TALLER
The inception of the Parent Lounge and Student Services Hub in 2017 has given parents a practical
space to seek support or just have a chat. This vibrant space is used by parents and students and is
home to the Chaplain, School Psychologist and Stand Tall Coordinator. In 2017 parents and community
members were encouraged to provide feedback regarding the Stand Tall Program. The Stand Taller
parent workshop was conducted by the Principal and Stand Tall Coordinator to give the wider community
a voice around Stand Tall. Building community relationships will continue to be a focus of Stand Taller in
2018.

Connecting with the Community
A number of whole school events also contributed to a positive school culture. In semester one the Easter
Bonnet Parade and Harmony Day Celebrations were joyous occasions that brought our school community
together. A moving NAIDOC assembly and ‘River of Ribbons’ highlighted our indigenous students and
Beeliar’s ancient story. The sense of pride amongst indigenous students was evident and this contributed
towards achieving attendance targets for these students. The success of the NAIDOC celebrations will
provide momentum into 2018 as the school continues to implement the Aboriginal Culture Standards
Framework. A Learning Journey in term three invited parents to come into the school and have their children lead them through their classrooms. A Graffiti Wall set up in the HUB as part of the Stand Tall display recorded positive feedback from parents and students regarding the positive culture of the school. In
2018 these whole school events will be coordinated by the Music teacher and built into the Music program.

Beeliar School Board
School Board
Ray Porter—Board Chair

Cathy Fox—Executive Officer

Parent Representative
Geoff Otterman

Teresa Drew

Matt Nile

Kelly Plunkett

School Representative
Louise O’Donovan—Principal

Karen Ford—Deputy Principal

Demelza Hamilton—Teacher

Helen Abreu—Teacher

Invited Guest Member 2017
Simmone Pogorzelski—Programme Director Multi-Lit
Lecturer Edith Cowan University

Message from the Beeliar School Board Chair
As a newly elected Chair of the School Board I am grateful for the opportunity to represent you. I have been a board member for three years now. I am
pleased to see the positive approach by the school administration and
teachers, who continually improve and enhance the quality education our
children receive. Thank you to my fellow Board Members for giving freely of
their time, and to our past Chair Tim Algie for his guidance and support. Our
Business plan for the coming years holds us in a great position to achieve
our target Key Performance Indicators.
Ray Porter
Chairman Beeliar Primary School Board

Thank You
We would like to say thank you to Mr Tim Algie who was the Beeliar School Board Chair from 2013-2017.
Tim resigned his position this year and handed over the reigns to Ray Porter. Tim’s passion for education
was inspiring and he led our Board with integrity and intelligence. Tim was dedicated to making a difference and ensured that all decisions of the Board were made in the best interest of all students. We would
like to thank Tim for his dedication and commitment to the Beeliar School Board and wish him every success in the future.
Mrs O’Donovan
Principal

Beeliar School Highlights
Physical Education
We had another rollercoaster of a year in the PE Department at Beeliar Primary. Beeliar participated in
six Interschool competitions throughout the year, with the student year level varying from years 3 right
up to our 6’s.

















We finished third overall in the Summer Carnival (our Cricket team won their competition).
Beeliar won for the first time ever, the Winter Carnival overall. We finished runners up in Football,
and Netball A + B and were triumphant in the Soccer.
At the Cross Country we had some positive results in the form of individuals who placed in the
top 10, but across all divisions we finished sixth.
It was a rain affected Interschool Athletics Carnival this year, which led to it being cancelled half
way through the second day. We look forward to as a school having an opportunity to attain a
better result in sunny conditions in 2018.
Three of our four Touch Rugby teams made the final in their respective divisions. Fortunately,
two were able to follow on with their form, in the year 5 and 6 girls teams and they were crowned
the winners.
At the Multi-Sport Carnival, a new event we participated in this year, 30 of our toughest and athletic girls participated in round robin games of netball, football and cricket against a vast array of
school across the South Fremantle District.
Our B Girls team took out the Cricket pennant after winning both of their games.
We participated in the Jump Rope for Heart program and our students collectively raised over
$3000.
On the home front we had numerous four week round robin sporting competitions, with finals and
staff and student exhibition and All-Star matches that followed.
All year 4-6 students are eligible to participate in these competitions
We had basketball (Term 1 / 52 students), football (Term 2 / 48) and Ultimate Catch Ball (Term
4 / 54) competitions in these terms.
Congratulations to the Celtics, Eagles and Dodgers for taking out the basketball, football and ultimate Catch Ball respectively.
Lastly, we have our Super Series competition. With half of our year 6 cohort being involved in
twice a week round robin matches, in addition to some of our senior classroom teachers and Mr
Mort, the kids will have participated by the end of the year in 54 matches.

Mr Adam Batt
PE teacher

Beeliar School Highlights
Science
Science at Beeliar Primary School has been a priority area for many years and our focus areas for 2017
were improving our knowledge and skills in science investigation and incorporating STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics) into our classrooms.
Beeliar Primary School again participated in the CCEN Science Week celebrations. This year the theme
was ‘Future Earth’. Schools from across the network participated in the science competition and this year
the individual school winners represented their school at the Future Earth Science Challenge Exhibition at
Murdoch University. The exhibition was an outstanding success for Beeliar Primary School and our network. Category winners were represented from many schools including Beeliar Primary.
All students from Years PP-6 viewed ‘The Silly Scientist’ show which was an awesome experience. Students got to see and participate in demonstrations on chemical and physical sciences.
We are using PAT Science Assessments in years 3-6 to inform our planning, moderating and assessment
of student achievement.
2018 will be entering a new phase of science at Beeliar Primary as students will be doing science in a
newly appointed science lab with a science specialist.
Jeanette Hay and Ann-Maree Gillett
Science Coordinators

Technologies
In 2017 Beeliar Primary School continued their journey in the area of Technologies. Our school’s focus
was to upskill Beeliar’s staff in the integration of Digital Technologies. With the support of the Parents and
Community, and the help of the Department of Education, we were able to increase our technology resources throughout the school. This means that students now have greater access to iPads, laptops and
a range of robotics equipment. As a result, teachers have the tools to be able to teach the Digital Technologies Curriculum.
Staff at Beeliar have had a vast range of professional learning in the following: Understanding the Digital
Technologies curriculum, successfully embedding Digital Technologies and giving students opportunities
to develop their 21st century skills. As well as on-going professional learning, the Digital Coordinator had
an open door policy, where staff were able to see first hand, how technology was being used. This gave
teachers the confidence, skills and the support to be able to embed technology into their programs.
School Board members were shown some of the ways the new robotics equipment is being used as tools
to enhance learning programs across literacy and numeracy. Digital Technologies will continue to be a
focus with on-going professional learning being offered within year level clusters.

Helen Abreu
Technologies Coordinator

Beeliar School Finance

